
RUPIA-80R CAP
RUPIA 80CAP

Numbers in item names serve as a guide for the amount you can fill. Please check the actual articles by conducting tests such as filling and resistance to the contents.

BTA-30
ATTO-30CAP
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FRAN・CANULE・RUPIA SP
These families offer a luxurious feel with diverse shapes and a glass-like thick-walled body.
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CREAM

RUPIA SP-50CANULE-50FRAN-30 RUPIA SP-80

* A spatula can be placed on the lid.

Spatula /
RUPIA Inside Lid
(30/40 inside lids not included)

 
A purpose-designed
spatula can be fitted
to the lid.

The capacity and jar size figures are standard values (before decoration and in standard color), which may differ from measurements.
Please note that we may partly change standards and specifications.
Capacity figures shown in the table are valid without any inside lid.
For more details on caps and accessories, see the end of Standard catalog 2017.

The content of this email newsletter may not be reproduced in any form without GLASEL’s permission.
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Compatible caps / accessories

Cap SpatulaIiside lidW1

GL-36

GL-38

RUPIA-30
Inside l id

RUPIA-50
Inside l id

Spatula S
Spatula SH

Spatula S
Spatula SH
80 Spatula
RUPIA-80R

RUPIA-80
Inside l id

CL-C, CLR-C
CLQ-C, CLT-C
CLO-C, CLM-C

CLK-CInjection
(Insert molding)

Injection
(Insert molding)

Injection RUPIA-40
Inside lid

ATTO-40CAP
BTA-40PET

PET(Inner jar)
PET(Outer jar)

PET(Inner jar)
PET(Outer jar)FRAN-30

CANULE-50

RUPIA SP-50

RUPIA SP-80

38.7

48 53.8

43.5

48.1

W2

43

65.2

62

101.2

58

59.5

57.5

59.9

61

67.6

70

Foming
Method MaterialProduct name Jar size(mm)Capacity[mL]

Full Vollume O.F

Inner jar

Outer jar

 
Inner jar

Outer jar

Insert-molded bodies enable 
different colors to be used for the 
inner and outer parts, yielding 
various color combinations.

FRAN / RUPIA SP

Can be opened or closed 
effortlessly with a half turn of 
the cap.

FRAN / CANULE


